
Field for secretariat to enter

Exhibit ID

* symbol indicates required field

1. Exhibit title * (up to 25 full-width characters)

2. Contributor * (up to 25 full-width characters)

3. Category of above organization *

4. URL of website of above organization *

5. Responsible party information *

6. Number of times exhibited at Science Agora to date *

7-1. Format * Format: Size:

7-2. Reason for selecting ② or ④⑤ for size above

8. Exhibit contents

(around 300 full-width characters) *

9. Main presenter information *

10. Topic *

11. Main target of exhibition *

12. What can be provided to participants through the exhibit

(around 200 full-width charactrers) *

13. What does the contributor him or herself hope to gain through

the exhibit (around 200 full-width characters) *

14. Questions you want to pose to the participants (around 200

full-width characters) *

Please select

Please select

19-1. Applicable matters

(fire strictly prohibited)

19-2. Enter specific details, if you have selected "applicable

matters" above

20. Matters for special mention

Science Agora 2018 Application Form

Program No.

Note: If you apply for multiple programs, you will need to register each separately.

Affiliation:　　　　　　　　Position:　　　　　　　　Name:

Select one

Program Information

Applying Organization Information

This exhibit title will be included in the program, etc.

This contributor name will be included in the program, etc.

Select one

                                           (If you have no URL, please enter an overview of your organization)

· Please enter the time allocation on the day. Please enter how many times, if

something is to be conducted multiple times in a single day.

18. Staff member organization on exhibition day

17. Timetable on exhibition day

Select one Select one

Please enter the reason if you choose something other than the basic options (①③).

You may be asked to adjust this.

・Please enter the number of staff on the day and their roles. (As described in the

Application Requirements, it is a condition of exhibiting that programs can be

executed by 2 or more people during Science Agora 2018.)

Depending on the contents, you may be asked to make adjustments.

If there are any matters that you wish to communicate for the application, please enter here.

Please write about the exhibition contents in a way that is easy to understand.

If you will hold a symposium, talk session, or so forth, please fill in field 9 as well.

Select the communication target you want to emphasize in particular

Select one

15. Schematic diagram 16. Feasibility

Please enter the presenters you envision (name, affiliation, field). Please enter the reason why this presenter is apprpriate with respect to the exhibition

contents and the main target audience. We hope for presenters from diverse sectors with consideration to the gender balance, and across generations.

Assumed number of participated/time

Time required/time (not including preparation

and withdrawal)

Field for secretariat 
to enter

Options

■If you select Conference Room, Stage or co-creation table, select the time frame.

①Time frame: want 1 frame (basic),②Time frame: want 2 frames

· Time frames are basically 2.5 hours (e.x.: set up 30 mins., implementation 90 mins., 
withdrawal 30 mins.).

■If you select booth format, select the number of booths.

③Want 1 booth (basic),④ Want 2 booths, ⑤ Want 3 booths

· Basic is 1 booth per 1 program (width 3.0m × depth 3.0m × height 2.1m)
· Maximum number of booths that can be applied for, if the contributor wants multiple booths 
is 3.
· An essential requirement is that you exhibit consecutively on November 10 (Sat) and 11 
(Sun)

①University, research institution, ②School-related (elementary, Junior-high, High school),

③Science museum/regular museum,④Media, ⑤Corporation, 

⑥Government organization, ⑦NPO, NGO, etc., ⑧Not an organization (gathering of 

volunteers, etc.),⑨Not applicable to any of the foregoing

Options

①Elementary school student, ②Junior-high school, high school student, ③University

student, graduate student, ④Parent with child at high-school student or below, ⑤Educator 

⑥Lawmaking, government-related, ⑦Researcher, specialist or technical service worker, ⑧

Media person, ⑨ Other company-related person, ⑩Nothing is applicalbe

・Amount of planned water and electricity use, details of participation costs and planned 

collection amount, details and numbers of living creatures, drinks and sales products, types of 
sound, light and smell

・Consideration to ensure heat sources are used safely; list of articles to use, their types and 

numbers
Consideration to ensure oil, gas, liquid nitrogen, etc., are used safely, taking into acccount 
testing details and  principals, and storage methods; product names, manufacturers/purchase 
sources, standards/model types/pattern numbers, etc., specifications/quality/volume, etc., 
amount used in one day, amount to be kept through the event duration, usage methods

e.x.: One 1200W dryer  unit to be used, to ○○ on ○○.

When doing ○○, we assume that ○○ will ○○; it is possible to implement this safely, by 

doing ○○ so that attendees do not come into contact with ○○.

Be sure to select the option that applies, if there is one.

You cannot make additional applications after the application 

Please attach a photograph or picture.

Booth example Conference Room 

example

Entry Explanation

①Society5.0 ②World ③Safety, reassurance ④Learn together

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

See Asepplication Requirements 
page 9

Select number of time frames or booths

Options

①Conference Room: Theater style (150-200 people)

②Conference Room: School style (50-100)

③Conference Room: Island style (20-50)

④Stage (150-200)

⑤Mini-Stage (20-30)

⑥Co-creation table (-20)

⑦Booth

Booth example:
●mins. Explanation of - -, 
introduction of - -
●mins. - - -, discussion
●mins. Q&A
●mins. - - - Summary
*Time required for one time is 
approximately ● minutes

(changeover, ● minutes)
*Implement ● times per day

Session example:

(30 minute reception)

5 minute, opening words

50 minutes, panel discussion

25 minutes, Q&A

10 minutes, summary

[Reponse to Review Perspectives]<Numbers in triangle brackets are Application Form item numbers>

1. Has what can be provided to participants through the exhibit been considered?<12>
(Will participants be given a new perspective? 
2. Has what the contributor him or herself hopes to gain through the exhibit been considered? <13>
3. Have questions that the contributor wants to present to participants been considered?  <14>
(What does the contributor want to think about together with the participants?)

4. Are the allocation of time and space, and the materials to be distributed, etc., appropriate? 
<15.16.17.18>
(Is consideration given to people with different levels of interest?)

Review Perspective 1

Review Perspective 2

Review Perspective 3

Review Perspective 4

①Use of large volume of water (over 1 liter) ②Use of large amount of electricity (over 0.5kW) ③Bringing living creatures

④Collection of expenses ⑥Sales implementation ⑦Sound generation ⑧Light generation

⑨Production of smell ⑩Use of heat source ⑪Use of oils or alcohols ⑫Use of gases ⑬Use of chemicals

⑭Use of liquid nitrogen ⑮Other

⑤Drinks supply


